Background
Ten students were invited to present research carried out as part of the University of Central Lancashire’s (UCLan) internship scheme at the 2010 National Conference for Undergraduate Research (NCUR) at the University of Montana, USA.

Inspired by the presentation given by students from the Research Society of the University of Wisconsin there was excited discussion and conversation.

The inaugural meeting of UCLan’s URS was held in the shadow of the Rocky Mountains.

Membership
Full/Undergraduate
Alumni
Associate – academic staff/businesses

Objectives
Encourage undergraduate research – curricular and personal
Support and advise the research for and production of dissertations
Advise on suitable research methods
Support applications for funded research
Build a network of contacts and supporters
Be multi-disciplinary

Support
The Society is grateful for the help and advice provided by the Centre for Research Informed Teaching (CRIT)

Dissemination
University email and screensavers
Notice boards    Staff Intranet
Student Union newspaper
Social Media
Course representatives/Liaison Officers

Events
Poster presentations at relevant conferences and events
Workshops
Present at British Conference for Undergraduate Research (BCUR)

Below:  UCLAN!! as performed by student delegates from UCLan at NCUR 2010, University of Montana